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FADE IN:
INT. APARTMENT - DAY
A young man, BILLY, and a young woman, CINDY, stand in the
living room.
Several baggages of luggage are piled by the front door.
Another nerdy young man, WILLIAM, is standing by the door.
BILLY
You’re breaking up with me, for
him?
CINDY
You had your chance, you blew it.
BILLY
What did I do?
CINDY
You refuse to grow up! You never
take anything seriously.
BILLY
And William does?
CINDY
William is a respected computer
programmer at one of the most
respected corporations in his
field. You are a lifeguard!
BILLY
Studying to be a nurse!
CINDY
Do you honestly think that I am
going to spend the rest of my life
with a male nurse?
Cindy looks at William and signals. He opens the front door
and starts carrying her luggage out of the room.
BILLY
After six months together you think
that I am a joke?
CINDY
All you ever do is joke and goof
around with your friends.
(MORE)
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CINDY (CONT'D)
If by some miracle you did manage
to get into nursing school I doubt
that you’d pass.

BILLY
So, I’m a joke and an idiot?
CINDY
You aren’t serious enough to do
anything meaningful with your life.
You’re a fun guy and being with you
was fun but I need something more
than that.
William stands by the door not smiling.
Billy laughs.
BILLY
So you’re replacing me with this
guy?
Cindy walks up to William and takes his hand. They start to
exit the front door.
Cindy turns just before she gets to the door.
CINDY
Very funny, Billy.
Cindy SLAMS the DOOR SHUT.
Billy walks up to the door and punches it. He turns with his
back to the door and slides down.
His fist is in pain after punching the door. He appears both
physically and emotionally hurt.
BILLY
Fuck, that hurt!
EXT. CEMETARY - DAY(RAINING)
A small group of people wearing all black gather around a
open grave. A closed casket is lowers into the ground.
It is raining and everyone has umbrellas to cover their
heads, including the PREACHER.
A group of YOUNG MEN gather closely together.
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YOUNG MEN
“AND ANOTHER ONE BITES THE DUST,
HEY I’M GONNA GET YOU, TOO. ANOTHER
ONE BITES THE DUST!”
An old couple stands beside the group of young men singing.
They break out into laughter despite their tears.
The song being sung by the young men still plays.
OLD MAN
If John were here he’d love to see
this!
OLD WOMAN
I’m glad that he got his friends to
do this for him. He would’ve wanted
it this way.
OLD MAN
Are you kidding? He had it put into
his will!
One of the young men that was singing previously walks up to
the old couple.
YOUNG MAN
Mr. Anderson? John wanted me to
give you this. He said to open it
after the funeral.
The young man hands MR. ANDERSON an envelope.
MR. ANDERSON
Thanks, son.
YOUNG MAN
Doctor Anderson was an inspiration
to all of us. He was the brightest,
funniest doctor I’ve ever worked
with.
MR. ANDERSON
He always said that laughter is the
best medicine. He even used his own
funeral to keep us smiling.
EXT. GRAND CANYON - LATE AFTERNOON
A young woman, JULIANNE, hikes up a hill in the grand canyon.
She is almost at the top.
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A young man, JIM, tries to keep up with her. He is visibly
out of breath.
JULIANNE
Hurry up! We’re almost at the top!
Jim is leans over and coughs several times. He is unable to
walk any further.
JIM
I can’t do this anymore!
Julianne turns around and goes back to Jim. She takes his
hand and tries to pull him forward.
JULIANNE
It’s just twenty feet. You can do
it.
JIM
That’s not what I’m talking about.
JULIANNE
What are you talking about?
JIM
Us. We’re too different. You are
always on the go and I’d give
anything for a quiet weekend on the
couch.
JULIANNE
You can’t be serious!
JIM
I need a break! No more trips,
exotic adventures, mountain
climbing... I’m through!
JULIANNE
If you want to stay home next
weekend and rest we can do that.
JIM
That’s not you. You wouldn’t be
happy just sitting at home and you
know it.
JULIANNE
But this was going to be our one
year anniversary!
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INT. APARTMENT - DAY
Billy is in the exact same spot on the floor as we left him.
He has a three o’clock shadow and his clothes are dirty with
chips and soda stains.
Several used kleenex’s are around him. Several beer bottles
are around him also.
Sounds: a PHONE RINGS.
Billy picks up his cell phone and answers.
BILLY
Hello, what’s up TRIP... She dumped
me!
INT. COLLEGE DORMROOM - DAY
A Young man, TRIP, holds a phone up to his ear. A half-naked
gorgeous girl is lies on his bed and signals him to come to
her.
TRIP
No way, dude! For who?...No way!
You would think she would at least
trade up!
INT. APARTMENT - DAY
Billy continues to hold the phone up to his ear.
BILLY
I know, huh?
Billy then leans over and pukes on the floor.
INT. COLLEGE DORMROOM - DAY
Trip holds the phone away from his ear and grimaces.
Sounds: we hear Billy puke through the phone.
TRIP
Could I ask you a favor. I was
supposed to go white water rafting
down the SALTRIVER CANYON this
weekend but something has come up.
Do you think you could go in my
place?
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The half-naked gorgeous girl takes her bra off. A huge bulge
shows through Trip’s shorts.
TRIP (CONT’D)
You will! Thanks, you’re a real
pall!
INT. OLD COUPLE’S HOME - LIVING ROOM - DAY
The old couple, MR. and MRS. ANDERSON sit in their living
room. They are still dressed in their funeral clothes.
They are at opposite ends of the couch do not speak to one
another.
MR. ANDERSON
How would our son feel if he knew
that we were going to get a
divorce?
MRS. ANDERSON
He was lucky enough not to live to
see the day we decided to call it
quits.
MR. ANDERSON
I still can’t believe he’s gone!
MRS. ANDERSON
The administrator of the hospital
called. They have dedicated the
east wing of the hospital to John
for all of his hard work and
dedication.
MR. ANDERSON
They should name the entire
hospital after him.
MRS. ANDERSON
You still haven’t opened the
envelope he left for you.
MR. ANDERSON
Could you do the honors?
Mrs. Anderson opens the envelope reads it outloud so his wife
can hear.
MRS. ANDERSON
“Dad, here are the tickets for our
family trip that we always planned.
(MORE)
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MRS. ANDERSON (CONT'D)
We are finally getting to go
whitewater rafting! See you next
weekend, John.”

MR. ANDERSON
Let’s do this for him.
INT. APARTMENT - DAY
Julianne cries as she looks at several pictures of her and
Jim are sprawled out all over the bed. She sits indian-style
on the bed and a box of kleenex is right beside her.
In the pictures she is smiling and Jim looks either
miserable, grouchy, exhausted or a combination of all three.
The pictures are of her and him at the grand canyon, Sedona,
mountain range settings etc.
JULIANNE
How could I have been so blind?
Julianne continues to cry.
Sounds: a PHONE RINGS.
Julianne picks up her cell phone and answers.
JULIANNE (CONT’D)
Hello?
INT. COLLEGE DORMROOM - DAY
The gorgeous blonde from before still lies in bed with TRIP.
She holds the phone up to her ear.
Sounds: we hear him snoring.
BLONDE
Hey, sweetie. What ya doin?
JULIANNE (O.S.)
Jim broke up with me. Waaa!!!
BLONDE
No way! You can’t be for real!
INT. APARTMENT - DAY
Julianne still sits indian-style on her bed. She holds the
phone up to her ears and tears flow down her cheek.
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JULIANNE
This was supposed to be our one
year anniversary!
INT. COLLEGE DORMROOM - DAY
The gorgeous blonde paces back and forth in TRIP’s dormroom.
She is wearing very revealing lingerie.
TRIP is in bed asleep with a boner.
He yells out in his sleep.
TRIP
Oh, Stacey!
Stacey smiles.
STACEY
Could you do me a favor? I was
going to go whitewater rafting this
weekend but something came up. Can
you take my place?
JULIANNE (V.O.)
I don’t think so..
STACEY
Come on, this would be the perfect
way to get Jim off of your mind and
you know it.
JULIANNE (V.O.)
Okay.
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON - DAY
At the bottom of the canyon near the rivers edge there is a
old volkswagon van ( 60’s style ) parked. Smoke rises out of
the roof of the vehicle.
RAY RAY (V.O.)
This is some good stuff, huh scoob.
INT. VOLKSWAGON VAN - DAY
Inside the van RAY RAY smokes a huge joint. There is a
lifesize scooby doo doll situated right beside him.
Ray Ray attempts to get the scooby doll to smoke it too.
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RAY RAY
(imitating scooby) Rod ram, raggy!
Sounds: THREE LOUD KNOCKS on the VAN DOOR startle Ray Ray.
Ray Ray drops the joint and scooby catches on fire.
JIMBO (O.S.)
Ray Ray! Wake your potsmoking self
up. We’ve got to get to work.
The scooby doll is now engulfed with fire. Ray Ray attempts
to put it out with a towel but the towel catches fire as
well.
RAY RAY
Shit! Shit! Shit!
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON - DAY
Jimbo stands next to the parked van. He looks up at the smoke
that continues to rise out of the roof of the van. There is
alot of smoke!
JIMBO
Damn, Ray Ray. Save some for the
trip back home, man.
The van’s door opens. Ray Ray runs out naked. He holds his
flaming scooby doo doll and runs to the river and puts
Scooby’s flames out.
Jimbo laughs and walks up to Ray Ray. Ray Ray holds his burnt
scooby doll up. Ray Ray looks visibly upset.
RAY RAY
(imitating Scooby) you ruterrucker!
(as himself) I’m sorry, Scoob!
JIMBO
You dumbass!
RAY RAY
(imitating Scooby) Ruck you, you
runof a ritch!
JIMBO
We’ve got to get to work, man!
RAY RAY
Oh, yeah! I forgot! Ha ha ha.
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JIMBO
Go put some clothes on and meet the
rest of us at base camp in half an
hour.
RAY RAY
(imitating scooby) oky dok, Rimbo!
Ray Ray turns around and walks back towards the van.
JIMBO
Newbies!
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON CLIFF - DAY
TWO INDIANS watch Ray Ray and Jimbo from a distance. They
both have very serious looking faces.
INDIAN#1
His ass is redder than yours!
INDIAN #2 shakes his head in disapproval.
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON RAFTING BASECAMP - DAY
Ray Ray runs up half-dressed to the occupied camp. Several
other guides are already there. He is late.
Ray Ray, out of breath, continues to put his shirt on. He
stands right beside Jimbo.
JIMBO
Nice of you to join us, Ray Ray.
The HEAD GUIDE paces back and forth. He is a young shaggy
looking guy.
HEAD GUIDE
I want to thank everyone for all of
your hard work this year. This has
been an amazing season for us.
Except for that couchsurfing
incident..
Everyone turns and looks at RAY RAY.
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HEAD GUIDE (CONT’D)
I have to remind you that this is
the last day of the season so I
don’t want anyone being reckless or
tumping our costumers over because
we won’t be here tomorrow to rescue
them.
ALL GUIDES
Awww!!!!
HEAD GUIDE
I know that BIG CHIEF will be
watching over us but we don’t want
to give him any trouble. His tribe
is gracious enough to allow us to
conduct business on his land. We
should all thank him for his
generosity.
RAY RAY
Why don’t we do it now?
HEAD GUIDE
That’s not a bad idea, Ray Ray.
All the guides turn and look up at the top of the cliff. Two
indians stand at the top of the cliff and observe everything
that happens.
ALL GUIDES
Thanks Big Chief!
One indian standing on top of the cliff in the distance holds
his hand up and waves.
Sounds: a car horn honks.
HEAD GUIDE
It looks like our costumers are
beginning to arrive. Look sharp
everyone.
All the guides break up from their meeting. Two guides walk
towards the portable office and unlock the door.
A couple of guides begin to walk towards the buses and two
more guides inspect all of the rafting gear.
A small van stops in the parking lot. It is filled with FIVE
YOUNG PRETTY BLONDES. This catches Ray Ray’s attention
immediately.
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He stands there with his mouth agape and looks as if he is in
love.
Jimbo walks up, looks at the pretty young girls and looks at
Ray Ray.
JIMBO
Snap out of it, buddy!
RAY RAY
They’re riding with me today,
right?
JIMBO
Wrong, newbie. They are with me.
Another car pulls up and parks in the parking lot. Five
senior citizens, all women, get out.
They notice Ray Ray right away. One even blows him a kiss.
Jimbo acts like he catches it in midair.
JIMBO (CONT’D)
That’s your group, Raggy!
RAY RAY
That’s not fair!
JIMBO
If you make it back for next season
you can make the newbies guide the
ones you don’t want. Right now I’m
in charge, beyotch!
Several other cars pull into the parking lot.
Several groups of people head towards the basecamp. One group
is an small group of ORIENTAL MEN in their late 30’s, another
is a small family with young children.
Several people change into their rafting gear including
wetsuits, helmets and jackets.
Some of the rafting guides carry and pull rafts towards the
river’s edge.
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON RAFTING BASECAMP PARKING LOT - DAY
One small car is in the middle of parking and gets hit by
another vehicle that is headed for the same parking spot.
Billy rolls down his window.
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BILLY
(Shouting) Hey, watch where you are
going.
Julianne rolls down her window.
JULIANNE
(shouting also) I was here first!
Billy puts his vehicle in reverse and allows Julianne to take
the parking spot.
INT. JULIANNE’S CAR - DAY
Julianne parks her car in the vacant parking spot.
JULIANNE
(to herself) What an idiot!
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON - RAFTING BASECAMP - DAY
Everyone is gathered together at the basecamp. Billy and
Julianne are the last to arrive.
BILLY
But you hit my car...
JULIANNE
After this trip is over we’ll take
care of any damage caused through
our insurance companies..
Billy looks nervous and scratches his head.
JULIANNE (CONT’D)
You do have insurance, don’t you?
BILLY
Yes, it’s just..
Jimbo walks up and interrupts their conversation.
JIMBO
I’m sorry to interrupt you but you
better hurry up and get dressed or
you’ll be late for your ride.
In the background everyone listens to the head guide as he
instructs them on rafting safety.
The head guide holds a helmet up high for everyone to see.
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HEAD GUIDE
Remember, your helmet is your
friend. Do not take it off under
any circumstances.
A man that belongs to the oriental group raises his hand.
HEAD GUIDE (CONT’D)
Yes?
ORIENTAL MAN
Has anyone ever died rafting down
this river?
HEAD GUIDE
Not yet. There have been serious
injuries in the past.
Everyone looks shocked by this. One girl takes her helmet off
slowly.
HEAD GUIDE (CONT’D)
But never in the history of our
company has anyone been hurt going
down the river.
The girl smiles and puts her helmet back on.
Billy and Julianne both run up to the group of people that
are already wearing their rafting gear. They aren’t dressed
properly.
Jimbo jumps up on a table and gets everyone’s attention.
JIMBO
(Shouting) Are you ready?
ENTIRE CROWD
(shouting back) yes.
JIMBO
(shouting) I didn’t hear you. I
said Are you ready?
ENTIRE CROWD
(Shouting back) yes.
JIMBO
(in normal voice) Okay, follow me.
Jimbo jumps off of the table walks towards the river.
Everyone follows him to the river’s edge.
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Billy and Julianne put on their rafting gear as everyone goes
towards the river.
As everyone approaches the river’s edge a BALD EAGLE flies
overhead.
OLD WOMAN
Look, it’s a bald eagle!
The men that belong to the oriental group all pull out
cameras and take pictures.
The bald eagle poops and it lands right on Billy’s head. Some
of the poop also lands in his mouth.
Sounds: laughter.
As Billy spits bird poop out of his mouth the oriental men
continue to take pictures.
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON CLIFF(OTHER SIDE OF THE RIVER) - DAY
Two men in their early twenties lie on their stomachs on top
of a cliff that is on the opposite side of where BIG CHIEF
was.
One has a pair of binoculars uses them to spy on the group of
people below.
MAN#1
That dude just ate Bald eagle shit!
Man#2 puts the binoculars down and taps the other man on the
head.
MAN#2
Shut up, you idiot! If BIG CHIEF
knew that we were here our chances
of having our rafting company here
are ruined!
MAN#1
BIG BOB, what are we doing here?
BIG BOB
I told you, if OUTDOOR EXPEDITIONS
has one incident where a costumer
is hurt going down the river their
contract is expired. That is where
we come in. If we can make it look
like a accident the SALTRIVER
CANYON RAFTING TOUR is mine!
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MAN#1
You mean ours, right?
BIG BOB
Yeah, ours. (mumbling to himself) I
should have never married your
sister.
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON RIVER’S EDGE - DAY
Five rafts are by the river’s edge. Five RIVER GUIDES stand
motionlessly beside the rafts.
HEAD GUIDE
Okay, the SWEDISH VOLLEYBALL TEAM
and the OUTDOOR PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB
will be riding down the river with
Jimbo.
The five pretty blondes and the five oriental men stand by
Jimbo’s raft. The oriental men smile and take pictures of the
girls.
The head guide walks up to the next raft. Ray Ray stands by
the front of the raft. The SCOOBY DOO doll is seated by the
front of the raft. It’s ear is burnt off.
HEAD GUIDE (CONT’D)
What happened to Scooby, Ray Ray?
RAY RAY
(not looking head guide in the eye)
I left him too close to the fire.
(imitating scooby) ruu riar!
HEAD GUIDE
...don’t smoke inside the van, Ray
Ray.
RAY RAY
(singing)” THIS AINT NO FUNKY
REAGGEA PARTY, FIVE DOLLARS AT THE
DOOR...”
HEAD GUIDE
(singing also)”IT GETS SO REAL
SOMETIMES, WHO WROTE MY RHYME..”
RAY RAY AND HEAD GUIDE
(singing together)” I’VE GOT THE
MICROWAVE, GOT THE VCR, I’VE GOT
THE DEUCE DEUCE IN THE TRUNK OF MY
CAR..”
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HEAD GUIDE
God, I love SUBLIME! Okay, Ray Ray.
It looks like you’ve got the
QUILTING CLUB, an OLDER MARRIED
COUPLE and a single young man and
woman riding with you today.
Five older women ( all senior citizens ), Julianne, Billy and
John’s parent’s Mr. and Mrs. Anderson stand by the boat and
wait for instructions.
Billy leans over and takes a whiff of Scooby Doo. He signals
Julianne to do the same. They both have very knowing
expressions on their faces.
The head guide walks up to the other three rafts to make sure
that everyone is with their appropriate guide.
Ray Ray is loads the raft up with equipment.
BILLY
How long have you been doing this?
RAY RAY
(singing to himself)”SMELT LIKE LOU
DOG INSIDE THE VAN, OH
YEAH...”(stops singing ) Oh, you’re
talking to me. This is my first
year.
Billy walks up to the head guide as he is inspects the other
rafts.
BILLY
Hey, is there any way I could ride
in another raft?
HEAD GUIDE
Is there a problem?
BILLY
Well, I don’t want to sound scared
but it’s that guys first year doing
this and that Scooby Doo doll
should change his name to Lou Dog
if you catch my drift.
HEAD GUIDE
I handpicked Ray Ray myself. He is
one of the best guides we’ve got.
You’ll be fine. Just don’t dare him
to ride down the river on a couch.
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BILLY
I don’t mean to sound paranoid it’s
just, well, I’m a lifeguard
studying to be a nurse and...
HEAD GUIDE
If something does happen you can
help Ray Ray perform CPR. He’s a
trained EMT but another hand is
always useful.
Julianne walks closer and listens to Billy and the head
guide’s conversation. She looks a bit disappointed and turns
around. She head’s back to the raft where everyone else
continues to wait.
She appears to explain something to the group as Billy
approaches the raft.
RAY RAY
( in fake British Accent )Are you
riding with us, mate?
BILLY
(also in fake accent) Aye aye,
captain.
RAY RAY
(talking like a pirate) Have a seat
by this young wench, here, me
matey!
Ray Ray looks up and notices that Jimbo’s boat is already in
the water. He sees all the pretty blondes in the boat and his
mouth drops.
Jimbo looks up at Ray Ray, smiles, then flips him the bird.
RAY RAY (CONT’D)
Don’t pay him no mind, Scoob.
RAY RAY (CONT’D)
(imitating Scooby Doo) Ruckin
Rassrole!
JULIANNE
Do you always make such a good
first impression?
BILLY
Excuse me?
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JULIANNE
First, you run into my car. Then,
you go and act like a jerk cause
your scared of getting hurt.
BILLY
I really didn’t mean to...
RAY RAY
(like a pirate) I’ll have no
bickerin on me ship, mates.
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON RIVER’S EDGE(OTHER SIDE OF RIVER) - DAY
A couple of miles ahead BIG BOB and his accomplice, JUNEBUG
stand on opposite ends of the river.
They rig a fishing line to go across the river and tie it to
a couple of trees at the river’s edge.
JUNEBUG
Why are we doing this, Big Bob?
BIG BOB
When they all come floating down
the river this line will cause
several people to fall overboard
and the water’s pretty shallow
here..
JUNEBUG
But won’t that hurt someone?
BIG BOB
That’s why we are doing this. Now,
help me secure the line.
Big Bob and JuneBug continue to secure the almost invisible
fishing line to the trees.
JUNEBUG
But Big Bob...
BIG BOB
Now what?
JUNEBUG
When they find the line tied to the
trees won’t they get suspicious?
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BIG BOB
They’ll probably just think that a
fisherman got his line tangled
trying to catch a trout.
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON - RIVER - DAY
All five groups are in their rafts. The river is still and
wide. There are no rapids.
Everyone practices paddling as the river guides give them
instructions as they practice.
One boat spins in circles because everyone paddles the wrong
way.
Someone in another boat falls backwards into the water. One
of the river guides pulls him back into the boat.
RAY RAY
Okay, everyone. When I say HARD
RIGHT I want everyone on the right
side of the raft to paddle as hard
as you can as a team, okay.
Billy, Mr. And Mrs. Anderson and three of the old women from
the QUILTING CLUB all nod.
RAY RAY (CONT’D)
Okay, hard right.
All the occupants of the right side of the boat paddle
together.
The raft turns to the left.
RAY RAY (CONT’D)
Stop!
Everyone no longer paddles.
RAY RAY (CONT’D)
Now, when I say hard left I want
everyone on the left side of the
boat to paddle as hard as you can
as a team, okay.
Julianne and the other old women from the quilting club all
nod.
RAY RAY (CONT’D)
Okay, hard left.
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All the occupants of the left side of the raft paddle
together.
The raft turns to the right.
RAY RAY (CONT’D)
Stop! That was good but, Julianne,
you are going to need to row faster
to keep up with the others, okay.
JULIANNE
Okay!
BILLY
You are the weakest link!
Julianne gives Billy a nasty look.
RAY RAY
Now, when I say hard back right I
want everyone on the right to dig
in and paddle backwards as hard as
you can, alright.
Everyone on the right side of the boat nods.
RAY RAY (CONT’D)
Okay, hard back right!
All of the occupants of the right side of the boat paddles
backwards.
The raft turns in a clockwise motion.
RAY RAY (CONT’D)
Stop!
All of the occupants of the right side of the raft stop.
RAY RAY (CONT’D)
Now, when I say hard back left I
want everyone on the left side of
the raft to paddle backwards as
hard as you can, alright.
Everyone on the left nods.
RAY RAY (CONT’D)
Okay, hard back left!
All of the occupants of the left side of the raft paddle
backwards.
The raft turns in a counterclockwise motion.
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Julianne’s paddle slips out of her hand. It hits Billy in the
chest.
Billy falls into the water.
Billy struggles to stay afloat.
BILLY
Somebody help me! I’m gonna drown!
RAY RAY
I want you to listen to me very
carefully, okay!
Billy continues to struggle.
BILLY
Okay!
RAY RAY
Stand up!
Billy discontinues his attempts to swim and he stands up. The
water is only two feet deep.
Everyone laughs at him on the raft. Billy looks humiliated.
Ray Ray helps Billy get back into the boat.
Julianne laughs hysterically.
BILLY
What’s so funny?
JULIANNE
You are the winkest link, goodbye!
Everyone on the raft continues to laugh except for Billy.
Several other rafts head down the river ahead of Ray Ray’s
raft.
RAY RAY
Okay, guys. Let’s catch up to the
others.
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON CLIFF - DAY
BIG CHIEF and his companion WILD RABBIT stand on the cliff
and watch all of the rafts take off down the river.
BIG CHIEF
What do you think of the new guide?
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WILD RABBIT
I think he’s pretty cool!
BIG CHIEF
He smokum too much peace pipe!
INT. COLLEGE DORMROOM - DAY
TRIP and his beautiful blonde girlfriend Stacey continue to
lie in bed together.
They text message their friends on their phones.
TRIP
So, what did your friend, JULIANNE,
have to say?
STACEY
She just said that “this would
probably be the best outdoor
experience she has ever had except
for the jerk she just met”. What
did your friend, Billy, just say?
TRIP
He just said “I can’t believe that
bitch just knocked me out of the
boat! I think she did it on
purpose!”
STACEY
She just said “ that should teach
him a lesson”.
They both hang up their phones at the same time.
TRIP
Maybe fixing them up wasn’t such a
good idea after all.
STACEY
I feel as bad as you. I honestly
thought that if they met each other
naturally instead of being hooked
up by their friends it would work
out better.
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON RIVER - RAY RAY’S RAFT - DAY
Billy and Julianne text message on their phones. They hang up
at the same time and give each other fake smiles.
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RAY RAY
I’d like everyone to introduce
themselves and tell us all a little
bit about yourselves starting with
you two.
Ray Ray looks at Mr. And Mrs. Anderson.
MR. ANDERSON
I am John Ray Anderson Sr. And this
is my wife Roselia.
RAY RAY
If you are senior where is junior?
MR. ANDERSON
He just passed away unexpectedly.
This was supposed to be our family
vacation together.
RAY RAY
I am sorry to hear that. I am sure
that he would be very happy that
his mother and his father are here
together today.
Mr. Anderson has a very guilty look on his face. His wife
notices right away.
MRS. ANDERSON
Yes, he would.
RAY RAY
..and you ladies?
OLD LADY
We are the FIRST BABTIST QUILTING
CLUB. We are also the choir for our
church!
RAY RAY
Really? Let’s hear it!
OLD LADY
Oh, I don’t know..
RAY RAY
Please!
OLD LADY
Okay. Hit it, girls.
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QUILTING CLUB
(singing) HALLELUYA, HALLELUYA! AND
WE’LL GO DOWN TO THE RIVER AND
PRAY..
They sound very beautiful. Everyone on the raft applauds.
Their singing also gets the attention of some of the people
that continue to float ahead on other rafts.
They applaud as well.
RAY RAY
That was awesome! Do you girls do
any rock and roll tunes?
OLD LADY
Are you kidding? I was the beatles
biggest fan! Hit it, girls!
QUILTING CLUB
(singing)”WE ALL LIVE IN A YELLOW
SUBMARINE, A YELLOW SUBMARINE, A
YELLOW SUBMARINE...”
RAY RAY
You chicks rock!
All of the old ladies in the quilting club blush and giggle.
Compliment well taken.
The raft floats smoothly down the river. No rapids yet.
RAY RAY (CONT’D)
..And what’s your story?
Ray Ray looks at Billy. Everyone waits for an answer from
him.
BILLY
I am a lifeguard studying to be a
nurse. I am here because my
girlfriend of six months dumped me!
RAY RAY
Why’d she dump you?
BILLY
She said I wasn’t serious enough.
She said I joke around too much.
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MR. ANDERSON
Don’t you pay her no mind! My son
was a doctor and he joked from the
moment he woke up until he fell
asleep at night.
RAY RAY
You tell him, Mr. Anderson!
MR. ANDERSON
My son brought alot of joy to alot
of terminally ill children by
joking with them. As a matter of
fact they are naming the east wing
of the hospital he worked at after
him!
RAY RAY
Really?
MR. ANDERSON
My son, John Jr., Understood
something all of those other grumpy
bastards didn’t. He believed that
laughter..
BILLY
.. Is the best medicine!
QUILTING CLUB
Amen!
RAY RAY
Okay, guys. It looks like we are
coming up to our first set of
rapids. When I say hard back right
you know what to do, right?
Everyone on the right side of the boat nods.
The raft floats closer and closer to the rapids. The raft
rocks violently as they flow through the rapids.
RAY RAY (CONT’D)
Okay, hard right back!
Everyone on the right side of the raft paddles backwards. The
raft maneuvers smoothly through the rapids and doesn’t hit
some very large boulders.
RAY RAY (CONT’D)
Good job, everyone! Paddles up!
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Everyone gives each other a sort of “high five” up in the air
with their paddles.
RAY RAY (CONT’D)
Okay, Miss...
Ray Ray’s attention is on Julianne.
JULIANNE
Julianne..
RAY RAY
What’s your story?
JULIANNE
Today would have been me and my
boyfriend’s one year anniversary..
BILLY
Let me guess, you killed him with
an paddle going down another river?
JULIANNE
No! He said that he couldn’t keep
up with me anymore.
RAY RAY
Was he supposed to be here today?
JULIANNE
No, my friend gave me this as a
gift. She said she just met this
guy and she couldn’t make it..
BILLY
What a coincidence..
RAY RAY
What’s that?
BILLY
I got my ticket the same way for
the very same reason.
RAY RAY
Wow, small world, huh?
Billy and Julianne text message on their phones again.
INT. COLLEGE DORMROOM - DAY
Trip and Stacey are both dressed in leather. Stacey is
holding a whip.
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She cracks it hard on Trips backside.
Sounds: we hear him scream.
Both of their phones light up at the same time.
They walk up to their phones and read them.
TRIP
Billy wants to know if I tried to
set him up with someone today.
STACEY
So does Julianne..
TRIP
How did they figure it out so fast?
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON RIVER - RAY RAY’S RAFT - DAY
Both Billy and Julianne hang up their phones simultaneously.
They give each other fake smiles again for a new reason.
BILLY
I’ve got this friend, TRIP, that
just started to date this girl
named STACEY.
JULIANNE
What a coincidence! I’ve got a
friend named Stacey that just
started dating this guy named TRIP.
BILLY
(Singing) ITS A SMALL WORLD AFTER
ALL...
This gets the attention of the old lady sitting right next to
Billy.
OLD LADY
I love that song. Hit it, girls!
QUILTING CLUB
(Singing) ITS A SMALL WORLD AFTER
ALL, ITS A SMALL WORLD AFTER ALL,
IT’S A SMALL SMALL WORLD...
We can see Julianne hang her head down in embarrassment as
the raft floats down the river.
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EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON - RIVER’S EDGE(OTHER SIDE OF RIVER) DAY
Big Bob and June Bug continue to stand on opposite ends of
the river.
Big Bob looks and sees a small group of rafts float towards
them slowly.
BIG BOB
They’re here already! Hide June
Bug!
June Bug looks down and notices that his pants are covered in
ants.
June Bug swats at them and they begin to bite him.
JUNEBUG
Ow! Shit! Ow! Shit!
June Bug beats the crotch of his pants hard and fast several
times.
BIG BOB
What the hell are you doin, June
bug?
June Bug is still continues to beat the crotch of his pants.
JUNEBUG
Oh, shit! Oh, shit! Oh, shit!
Junebug trips and falls into the water. As he falls into the
water he accidentally snaps the fishing line that they had
rigged to snag the rafters.
The fishing line flies backwards catching a small flying bug.
The bug lands in Big bob’s throat.
We see Big Bob turn blue in the face and hit the ground.
June Bug drops down into the water as four rafts pass by.
June Bug comes up on the other end of the river. He finds Big
Bob choking on a bug. Big Bob’s face is blue.
Junebug runs over to Big Bob and begins to perform the
heimlick maneuver on him as Big Bob’s pants fall down around
his knees. Big Bob’s bare ass is showing.
As June Bug performs the heimlick maneuver unsuccessfully on
Big Bob Ray Ray’s raft approaches the scene.
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QUILTING CLUB
(still singing) IT’S A SMALL WORLD
AFTER ALL..
Everyone on Ray Ray’s raft looks to the left to see what
appears to be two men having relations at the edge of the
bank.
All of the women stop singing.
JULIANNE
I think I’m gonna be sick!
BILLY
Holy shit!
One old lady from the QUILTING CLUB holds up a pair of
binoculars. She looks at what appears to be two men going at
it on the bank.
OLD LADY
A small world, indeed!
RAY RAY
I’m sorry you had to see that,
folks! (imitating Scooby) Roly
ruck!
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON RIVER’S EDGE - DAY
Big Bob spits out the bug he swallowed. June Bug stands there
with his pants hanging down by his knees.
BIG BOB
For god’s sake, pull up your pants
June Bug!
JUNEBUG
You alright, Big Bob?
BIG BOB
I honestly don’t know what’s worse.
Choking on a bug or being raped by
you?
JUNEBUG
Our plan kinda backfired, huh?
BIG BOB
Kinda? I just hope none of those
bastards had a video recorder.
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JUNEBUG
Maybe we’ll be on America’s
funniest videos!
BIG BOB
I’m sure your sister would love to
see her husband being manhandled by
her brother.
JUNEBUG
What are we gonna do now?
BIG BOB
Follow me, I’ve got another plan up
my sleeve.
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON - RIVER - DAY
All five rafts pull up to a spot on the river. Everyone gets
out of the rafts and stands on the edge of the river.
A small camp is situated about a hundred yards back.
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON - SMALL CAMP - DAY
Several people huddle around a fire. They are all soaking wet
and continue to shiver from the cold.
The group of young girls that belong to the SWEDISH
VOLLEYBALL TEAM walk towards the river wearing bathing suits.
Ray Ray is stopped in his tracks. His jaw is dropped wide
open. The Swedish girls appear to be moving in slow motion in
the water as they splash around.
Jimbo is standing right beside him staring also.
JIMBO
I can’t take it anymore!
EXT. SMALL CAMP - OUTHOUSE - DAY
Jimbo runs to an outhouse that is situated about a hundred
yards behind the grills that are cooking.
He slams the outhouse door. We see the entire outhouse shake
for about twenty seconds.
Sounds: we hear growls of agony coming from inside the
outhouse. Then we hear a sigh of relief.
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The outhouse is no longer shaking.
Two oriental men walk up to the outhouse and stand in line to
use it.
ORIENTAL MAN#1
Wow, he really had to go!
ORIENTAL MAN#2
I’ll say. Lucky for us his shit
don’t stink!
The outhouse door opens slowly. Jimbo looks a little
embarrassed to see two men standing there.
One oriental man walks inside of the outhouse.
JIMBO
Watch your step, man. Don’t slip.
ORIENTAL MAN#2
Thank you, sir.
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON RIVER - SMALL CAMP - DAY
Billy and Julianne sit beside each other by the fire. They
both have a plate of food situated on their laps.
BILLY
I think we got off on the wrong
foot.
JULIANNE
I’ll say.
BILLY
I’m sorry for wrecking into your
car and calling you the weakest
link.
JULIANNE
And I’m sorry for knocking your ass
into the river.
BILLY
You bitch! You did do it on
purpose!
JULIANNE
Guilty as charged!
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BILLY
I guess I deserved it. Looking back
it was kinda funny.
JULIANNE
It was almost as funny as watching
you eat bald eagle shit!
BILLY
Can you believe that was the first
time I saw one out in the wild?
JULIANNE
Really? You don’t get to go
outdoors that much do you?
BILLY
It’s not that I don’t love being
outdoors...
JULIANNE
Why not?
BILLY
I’ve never really been able to
afford to.
Billy looks up and sees a small group of people hurdled
around another fire. One man turns around. His ass is on
fire.
BILLY (CONT’D)
(shouting) Sir, your ass is on
fire!
Julianne looks up and sees that Billy isn’t lying.
JULIANNE
Oh my God! His ass is on fire!
BILLY
Excuse me.
Billy gets up and runs over to the man with his ass on fire.
Billy uses a wet towel to put it out.
The man that had his ass on fire stands there with everyone
laughing at him. His bare ass is exposed because the fire
burned all the way through his wetsuit.
RAY RAY
Come on, big guy. I’ll look and see
if we have any extra wetsuits out
here.
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Ray Ray leads the man with the bare ass away as everyone
laughs. Several oriental men take pictures.
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON CLIFF(OVERSEEING SMALL CAMP) - DAY
Wild Rabbit and Big Chief stand on a cliff and observe
everything going on at the small camp using binoculars.
WILD RABBIT
His ass is almost as red as yours!
BIG CHEIF
Why are you looking at my ass?
WILD RABBIT
Who is that signaling us to come
down?
BIG CHEIF
That’s their big cheif!

EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON - SMALL CAMP - DAY
Big Chief and Wild Rabbit walk up to the head guide. Several
people are still hurdled by the fire and some continue to eat
their food.
The Swedish Volleyball Team splashes around in the water like
little children.
Ray Ray continues to stare at them.
HEAD GUIDE
One of my guys just told me that
they saw two guys doing some pretty
sick stuff to each other by the
river.
BIG CHIEF
Maybe I’ll send Wild Rabbit to
check it out since he is so
obsessed with people’s asses!
WILD RABBIT
It was a joke!
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BIG CHIEF
Really? All day long all I hear is
“ his ass is redder than yours, his
ass is almost as red as yours.” Ass
ass ass ass ass!
WILD RABBIT
I’m sorry Big Chief.
HEAD GUIDE
If you don’t want to investigate
this for yourself I could radio the
sheriff.
BIG CHIEF
We’ll go check it out. If anything
suspicious is found we’ll find you
and let you know.
HEAD GUIDE
Thanks, Big Chief.
Big Chief and Wild Rabbit walk back into the wilderness
towards the cliffs.
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON - RIVER’S EDGE - DAY
Big Bob and Junebug stand by the river’s edge. No one else is
anywhere to be seen.
Big Bob piles boulders into the shallow side of the stream.
BIG BOB
JuneBug, get your lazy ass over
here and help me.
JUNEBUG
Why are you piling boulders up into
the river, Big Bob?
BIG BOB
How stupid are you, Junebug? When
they get here the rafts aren’t
going to be able to float in the
shallow water.
JUNEBUG
How will they get past this?
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BIG BOB
They won’t. If one or two rafts pop
the others will be too full to
carry anyone else. They’ll be
forced to abandon them.
JUNEBUG
That’s a good plan, Big Bob!
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON - RIVER’S EDGE - DAY
Big Chief and Wild Rabbit follow tracks by the river’s edge.
Wild Rabbit discovers a fishing line that is tied to a tree
and Big Chief checks it out as well.
BIG CHIEF
This is interesting..
Big Chief is follows the footprints. He picks up a dead bug
that is covered in saliva.
WILD RABBIT
What is it?
BIG CHIEF
Dragonfly. It looks like it was
swallowed and the other guy saved
his life by doing the heimlick
maneuver.
WILD RABBIT
Wow, you’re good!
BIG CHIEF
That’s why I’m Big Chief!
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON - SMALL CAMP - DAY
All of the costumers are gathered around as the head guide
begins to give a speech. The other guides stand by him as
well.
HEAD GUIDE
Is everyone having a good time?
ALL COSTUMERS
Yeah!
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HEAD GUIDE
I know it was kinda cold this
morning but it looks like the
clouds are parting and the
afternoon should be warmer. We’ve
got about two hours of sunlight
left and I understand that only two
rafts are doing the twenty mile
run. Which rafts are staying out
again?
Jimbo and Ray Ray both raise their hands.
HEAD GUIDE (CONT’D)
Great, your next campsite is about
three miles down. That’s where you
brave souls will be spending the
night. Good luck!
ANONYMOUS COSTUMER
You’re gonna need it!
Sounds: everyone laughs.
HEAD GUIDE
Okay, if everyone’s finished eating
we’ll head back out on the river.
Let’s go!
All of the river guides and the costumers get back into the
rafts.
The rafts float down the river with all of the occupants
inside them.
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON RIVER - RAY RAY’S RAFT - DAY
Ray Ray’s raft floats down the river slowly. There are no
rapids yet.
RAY RAY
You guys are gonna have a blast
tonight! Aint that right, Scoob?
(imitating Scooby Doo) Reah!
BILLY
So, what’s up with your obsession
with Scooby Doo, man?
Ray Ray covers Scooby’s burnt ears up after Billy says this.
RAY RAY
His feeling’s get hurt easy.
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BILLY
So, you’re not gonna tell us?
RAY RAY
The way I see it this is my mystery
machine. Every day I’m on the river
I must solve the mystery of what
drives our costumers here and where
they are going.
MR. ANDERSON
I just came out to have fun!
JULIANNE
Me, too!
QUILTING CLUB
Yeah, us too.
BILLY
It looks like the mystery’s solved,
bro.
RAY RAY
No, not yet. You see, the Indians
that own this land believe it has
supernatural powers. Big Chief told
me that a great spirit guides us
all here for a greater purpose.
JULIANNE
You can’t be serious.
RAY RAY
Do you think that it was simply a
coincidence that both you and Billy
lost your ex’s at the same time and
showed up here today?
JULIANNE
Well, yeah. I kinda do. The fact
that our friends tried to use this
as a way to set us up doesn’t have
any deeper spiritual meaning!
RAY RAY
I didn’t know that! Did you hear
that, Scoob? ( imitating Scooby )
reah!
JULIANNE
So, you believe that some higher
power has brought us all here
together today?
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RAY RAY
Big Chief says the great spirit
flows through us all.
OLD LADY
...And the Lord moves in mysterious
ways.
RAY RAY
Preach it sister!
Billy looks up and notices a strange rock formation up above
them.
BILLY
What’s that?
Everyone in the raft looks up and sees the strange rock
formation.
RAY RAY
That’s called TWO INDIANS KISSING.
BILLY
Wow, that was cool.
RAY RAY
You haven’t seen anything yet. Look
ahead of us.
Billy and everyone else in the raft looks ahead. A huge set
of rapids approaches faster and faster as they float down the
river.
The raft maneuvers between the boulders and the huge rapids.
Sounds: women scream as they go through the rapids.
Jimbo’s raft flips over up ahead of them. Everyone scrambles
to the shore and is alright.
Ray Ray’s raft floats up next to Jimbo’s raft.
RAY RAY (CONT’D)
Is everybody okay?
The pretty girls that belong to the swedish volleyball team
pop up out of the water. Their tight tee shirts that are
completely drenched.
Ray Ray is dumbstruck by this sight. His raft runs right into
a boulder and he flies out of the boat.
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Ray Ray lands right beside two of the pretty girls. Everyone
else in his raft is okay.
Jimbo turns his raft right side up. He see’s Ray Ray in the
water.
Jimbo paddles his raft forward and gains control of Ray Ray’s
raft.
Ray Ray pops up out of the water. INGRED and GRETAL smile at
him.
INGRED
(in swedish accent) I am Ingred and
this is Gretal. Ve are from Svedin!
Ray Ray is speechless and continues to stare at the beautiful
young women.
Ingred and Gretal move in slow motion as Ray Ray stares at
them.
Jimbo and the rest of the occupants in his raft are right
beside them now.
JIMBO
Smooth move, ex lax!
RAY RAY
I was just making sure everybody’s
okay.
Ingred and Gretal climb back in the raft with Jimbo’s help.
INGRED AND GRETAL
(together) Bye, Sveetie!
Billy is in the front seat of the raft. Everyone else in the
raft paddles towards Ray Ray.
BILLY
..And stop!
Everyone stops paddling. The raft floats up to Ray Ray. He
holds it in place.
Ray Ray puts his arm around his burnt Scooby Doll.
RAY RAY
I think I’m in love, Scoob.
(imitating Scooby) me, too!
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BILLY
Well, dude. Maybe the GREAT SPIRIT
will smile down and guide you into
their loving arms but right now I
need you to take over this raft!
Ray Ray looks up ahead. Jimbo and his raft floats away. Jimbo
turns around and looks at Ray Ray. Jimbo laughs at Ray Ray.
The oriental men in Jimbo’s raft take pictures of the canyon
and the swedish girls.
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON RIVER’S EDGE - DAY
Junebug and Big Bob continue to throw giant boulders into a
fork in the river. They stop throwing boulders then walk up
the banks.
BIG BOB
That ought to do it!
JUNEBUG
What if one of the rafts decides to
use the other side of the river?
BIG BOB
It’s too shallow. Only a newbie
would try something as foolish as
that.
JUNEBUG
But what if...
BIG BOB
...this doesn’t work. Don’t worry,
I’ve got a plan.
Big Bob pulls out a gun and cocks it.
BIG BOB (CONT’D)
Before this weekend’s over this
river will be mine!
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON RIVER - RAY RAY’S RAFT - DAY
Ray Ray is situated at the front of the raft. Ray Ray and his
constumers float down a quiet stretch of the stream. No
rapids.
Up ahead two buses drive going the opposite way about halfway
up the cliffside on the right.
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BILLY
What’s that?
RAY RAY
Those are the day trippers. This is
the end of their journey.
BILLY
Daytrippers? That reminds me of a
beatle’s song!
RAY RAY
Oh yeah! Let’s give them a fond
farewell. What do you say?
JULIANNE
What do you have in mind?
RAY RAY
(getting quilting clubs attention)
Ladies, could I get you to do the
honors?
OLD LADY
We’d be glad to!
RAY RAY
Alright! Hit it, girls!
QUILTING CLUB
(singing)”SHE’S A BIG TEASER, SHE
TOOK ME HALF THE WAY THERE. SHE WAS
A DAYTRIPPER. ONE WAY TICKET,
YEAH..”
Ray Ray stands up and plays air guitar with his paddle as the
quilting club sings.
INT. BUS(DRIVING ON CLIFF) - DAY
HEAD GUIDE (V.O.)
Ladies and gentlemen, if you look
down and to the right you’ll get to
see our newest guide, Ray Ray,
making a complete idiot out of
himself.
Everyone looks out of the bus and sees Ray Ray as he stands
up at the front of the raft and plays his air guitar.
Sounds: we hear the guitar solo for Beatle’s Day Tripper.
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EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON(RIVER’S EDGE) - LATE AFTERNOON
Jimbo and Ray Ray’s raft park at the river’s edge at BASECAMP
#3. The sun is setting and we can begin to see stars and a
full moon.
At Basecamp #3 there is a volleyball net set up, tents and
wood set up for a bonfire.
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON - CLIFF - LATE AFTERNOON
Wild Rabbit and Big Chief stand on a cliff and look down at
basecamp #3.
Wild Rabbit has a pair of binoculars he holds up to his eyes.
WILD RABBIT
Big Chief, that blonde has a nice
ass!
Big Chief pulls the binoculars out of Wild Rabbit’s hands.
BIG CHIEF
Wild Rabbit, I think I’m going to
change your name to Dance’s With
Ass!
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON - RAFTING BASECAMP#3 - NIGHT
Jimbo walk past the Quilting Club. They sew blankets together
with yarn.
They sing as they sew. One old lady winks at Jimbo as he
walks by. He waves back and smiles.
QUILTING CLUB
(singing)” AS I WENT DOWN TO THE
RIVER TO PRAY STUDYIN ABOUT THAT
GOOD OL’ WAY...”
Jimbo and Ray Ray stand by the volleyball court. Ray Ray
watches the Swedish Volleyball Team and the Oriental
Photography Club play volleyball.
Jimbo walks up to Ray Ray.
JIMBO
Hey, newbie!
Ray Ray is lost in his own world and doesn’t hear Jimbo.
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The girls on the swedish volleyball team move in slow motion
as Ray Ray stares at them.
Jimbo punches Ray Ray on the shoulder.
JIMBO (CONT’D)
Snap out of it!
RAY RAY
What’s up?
JIMBO
I have decided to help you.
RAY RAY
What are you talking about?
Ray Ray doesn’t pay attention to Jimbo due to the beautiful
girls he is in love with.
JIMBO
What if I told you I could help you
score with the girls of your
dreams?
RAY RAY
I’d ask if you’ve stopped taking
your medication.
JIMBO
I’m serious. I’ve got a plan.
RAY RAY
Let’s hear it..
JIMBO
Okay. Go over by the fire and hang
out but at 9:00 precisely...
Jimbo whispers in Ray Ray’s ear.
RAY RAY
Okay, I’ll do it!
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON - RAFTING BASECAMP#3 - CAMPFIRE - NIGHT
Julianne, Mr. and Mrs. Anderson, and two members of the
oriental photography club sit by a fire and drink beers.
They laugh very loudly.
Billy puts on a show for this small group of people.
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BILLY
(imitating donald duck) Ah- choo!
Everyone laughs.
BILLY (CONT’D)
And this is Donald Duck having
sex...( imitating donald ) Oh baby,
don’t stop, don’t stop!
Everyone laughs harder.
BILLY (CONT’D)
This is my impression of an
orangotang.
Billy walks around with his arms in the air and his legs are
bowlegged.
BILLY (CONT’D)
This could also be the exgirlfriend you don’t ever speak to.
(talking like a girl) Why don’t you
ever call?
Everyone laughs again.
JULIANNE
That was pretty good!
BILLY
Thanks!
JULIANNE
Do some more!
Ray Ray walks up and sits on a log next to one of the
oriental photographers. His eyes are more squinted than
theirs is.
RAY RAY
What did I miss?
JULIANNE
Shh! Listen.
BILLY
Did you hear about the male
prostitute that is sueing subway?
RAY RAY
No!
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BILLY
He wants his theme song back!
(singing) FIVE, FIVE, FIVE DOLLAR
FOOT LONG!
Sounds: everyone laughs.
RAY RAY
I dare you to do a joke about
indians!
BILLY
You dare me?
RAY RAY
Yeah, man! I dare ya! Big Cheif has
eyes of a hawk and the ears of an
eagle. He sees and knows all!!
BILLY
Dude, you’ve been hanging out with
Scooby Doo way too long!
RAY RAY
So, you don’t know any indian
jokes?
BILLY
I’m going to tell you the
grandmother of all indian jokes!
RAY RAY
Let’s hear it!
BILLY
Okay, “a woman was doing an
interview with an indian and she
noticed that he had one feather on
his head. She asked why do you have
one feather on your head. He said
me fuckum one squaw. She did
another interview with another
indian and he had two feathers on
his head. She asked why and he said
me fuckum two squaw. Last, she
interviewed an indian that had
feathers from the tip of his head
all the way to the ground. She
asked why and he said me big chief
me fuck em all!”
Everyone laughs.
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BILLY (CONT’D)
After he says this she says you
should be hung! The indian says”Me
well hung, hung like buffalo.”
Everyone laughs.
BILLY (CONT’D)
Then she says, “Oh dear!” Now the
indian looks shocked. He says “Oh,
no! Me no fuckem dear. Ass too
high, run too fast!”
Everyone continues to laugh.
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON CLIFF - NIGHT
Big Chief pulls out his bow and arrow and points it directly
at Billy. He starts to fire and Wild Rabbit knocks the bow
backwards as the arrow shoots away.
WILD RABBIT
Big Chief, no!
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON - BASECAMP#3 - CAMPFIRE - NIGHT
A crow with an arrow shot directly through it lands directly
in front of Billy.
BILLY
Oh, shit!
Everyone at the campfire runs for cover.
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON - CLIFF - NIGHT
Big Chief has another arrow in his bow. He fires and Wild
Rabbit manages to cause him to mess up the shot.
The arrow flies through the air over the river.
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON CLIFF(OPPOSITE SIDE) - NIGHT
Junebug and Big Bob are well hidden and out of sight. The
arrow flies through the air and hits Junebug on his ass.
Sounds: we hear a large scream that resembles a bear
growling.
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Big Bob runs away and abandons Junebug as he continues to
scream.
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON - CLIFF - NIGHT
Wild Rabbit and Big Cheif stand on the cliff.
Sounds: we hear the scream from previous scene.
WILD RABBIT
Was that a bear?
BIG CHEIF
That’s no bear. Follow me.
Wild Rabbit and Big Chief walk towards the source of the
scream.
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON - BASECAMP#3 - TENT AREA - NIGHT
Billy and Julianne run towards their tents. Billy turns
around and Julianne accidentally lands in Billy’s arms.
They kiss for the first time.
BILLY
What was that for?
JULIANNE
...For helping me have the most
unforgettable experience this
weekend.
BILLY
Unforgettable?
JULIANNE
Well, a girl can hope can’t she?
Billy and Julianne enter one of the tents together.
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON - CAMP#3 - MAIN AREA - NIGHT
Ray Ray stands several feet away from the tents. He holds the
crow with an arrow through it and continues to examine it for
a few seconds.
RAY RAY
Can I have everyone’s attention?
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Several people gather around. Billy and Julianne are notably
missing.
RAY RAY (CONT’D)
I think Big Cheif spotted a bear.
After I heard the growl and found
this crow I can only expect that he
was trying to warn us.
Billy and Julianne as they arrive a few moments later. Their
clothes are not put on right and their hair is a mess.
JULIANNE
Bears? That sound’s dangerous!
BILLY
I’ll protect you!
JULIANNE
I bet you will!
Billy and Julianne kiss again.
RAY RAY
(imitating Scooby)rame, rame!
Everyone laughs.
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON - BASECAMP#3 - CAMPFIRE - NIGHT
Mr. and Mrs. Anderson sit by the campfire by themselves. The
fire has died down and is almost completely put out.
They look at pictures of their deceased son as the fire
fades.
MR. ANDERSON
Who does that young man remind you
of?
MRS. ANDERSON
I know what you are thinking.
MR. ANDERSON
He even looks like John, Jr.
MRS. ANDERSON
I miss him, John.
MR. ANDERSON
So do I.
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EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON - BASECAMP#3 - VOLLEYBALL COURT - NIGHT
Ray Ray cleans the mess up left by the costumers. He looks at
his watch.
CLOSE ON RAY RAY’S WATCH
The time on his watch is 8:56.

BACK TO SCENE
RAY RAY
I almost forgot.
INT. INGRED AND GRETAL’S TENT - NIGHT
Ingred and Gretal stand together inside their electrically
lighted tent.
Ingred looks upset.
GRETAL
Vat’s da matter, Ingred.
INGRED
It’ dis shirt. All day long my
boobies be flippen floppin, flippen
floppin.
Ingred jumps up and down a couple of times. Her oversized
breasts bounce inside the shirt.
A single blue eye pops through a peephole in the tent and
watches Ingred and Gretal.
GRETAL
Vy don’t you try dis?
Gretal hands Ingred a bra.
INGRED
Vat is dis?
GRETAL
You’ve never heard of one of these
before?
INGRED
No!
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GRETAL
It is called an over da shoulder
boulder holder.
INGRED
Dis over da shoulder boulder holder
will keep my boobies from flippen
floppin flippen floppen?
GRETAL
Yah!
INGRED
Okay! I’ll try dis!
Ingred begins to pull her shirt off.
EXT. INGRED AND GRETAL’S TENT - NIGHT
Jimbo continues to peep into Ingred and Gretal’s tent.
JIMBO
Wow!
Jimbo trips and Ingred and Gretal’s tent collapses.
Sounds: we hear Ingred and Gretal scream.
Ingred and Gretal get out of the tent. Ray Ray approaches
them as they escape.
RAY RAY
What happened, ladies?
INGRED AND GRETAL
Ve don’t know!
Jimbo lie on top of Ingred and Gretal’s tent. He looks up and
sees Ray Ray, Ingred and Gretal stare at him.
RAY RAY
What are you doing, Jimbo?
JIMBO
I lost my wallet and when I found
it I tripped over this tent.
RAY RAY
Do you need help getting up?
JIMBO
No! I mean.. uh.. I’ll get up in a
second.
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INGRED AND GRETAL
Vere are ve going to sleep?
RAY RAY
Don’t worry girls. If Jimbo can’t
get your tent back up you can sleep
in mine.
INGRED
But vere vill you sleep?
RAY RAY
I’ll just sleep by the fire.
INGRED
Poor baby! Ve vill not here of it.
We vill share a tent with you!
GRETAL
Yah!
RAY RAY
Okay. Follow me, ladies.
Ray Ray stands in the middle of Ingred and Gretal. He has one
arm around each girl.
They all walk away.
RAY RAY (CONT’D)
Good luck pitching that tent,
Jimbo!
Jimbo stands up. Ray Ray, Ingred and Gretal don’t see that
Jimbo is already pitching a tent. (He’s got a boner.)
JIMBO
...don’t need it.
Jimbo looks over to the right and notices that one of the old
ladies from the quilting club stares and smiles at him.
Jimbo smiles and waves back.
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON - RAFTING BASECAMP#3 - MORNING
The sun rises above the cliffs. No one moves around the
campsite.
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INT. BILLY’S TENT - MORNING
Billy and Julianne are asleep inside of his tent. They both
have smiles on their faces.
INT. RAY RAY’S TENT - MORNING
Ray Ray is asleep in the middle of Ingred and Gretal. Ray Ray
holds his burnt Scooby Doo doll in his sleep.
RAY RAY
(talking in his sleep imitating
Scooby Doo) Rooby Rooby Roo!
INT. JIMBO’S TENT - MORNING
Jimbo and the Old Lady from the quilting club are asleep
together inside their tent.
INT. WILD RABBIT’S HOUSE - MORNING
Junebug is sprawled out over the kitchen table lying prone.
His pants are pulled about halfway down.
An arrow is sticking out of his ass.
Wild Rabbit and Big Chief stand right beside him and look
down at Junebug’s naked ass.
WILD RABBIT
Big chief..
BIG CHEIF
Don’t say it!
WILD RABBIT
His..
BIG CHEIF
No. I’ll not here you make one more
comment about anyone’s ass today.
Wild Rabbit bends over and picks up a wallet.
WILD RABBIT
..wallet was on the floor.
Junebug starts to wake up.
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BIG CHEIF
So, Mr. Junebug, can you tell me
why you were spying on those
people?
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON - BASECAMP#3 - EARLY MORNING
Both Jimbo and Ray Ray’s rafts take off from basecamp #3. All
the costumers are in the rafts as well.
The Scooby Doo doll is situated at the front of Ray Ray’s
raft.
Jimbo and the occupants of his raft splash the occupants of
Ray Ray’s raft with their paddles.
Sounds: everyone on Ray Ray’s raft screams as they continue
the water splash fight.
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON RIVER - RAY RAY’S RAFT - EARLY MORNING
Everyone on Ray Ray’s raft is soaked with water.
RAY RAY
(imitating scooby) ru rasroles!
BILLY
Let’s give them a taste of their
own medicine!
ALL COSTUMERS ON RAY RAY’S RAFT
Yeah!
Everyone on Ray Ray’s raft paddles closer to Jimbo’s raft.
RAY RAY
Okay, everybody. One, two, three...
On three everyone uses their paddles to splash Jimbo’s raft.
Sounds: everyone on Jimbo’s raft screams as they get
completely soaked.
To get even, Jimbo paddles closer to Ray Ray’s raft and
steals scooby off of Ray Ray’s raft.
Ray Ray looks shocked as he watches his kidnapped scooby doll
being taken away.
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RAY RAY (CONT’D)
(imitating scooby) relp me! ( as
himself ) Don’t worry, scoob. I’ll
save you! Okay, everybody. Stroke!
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON - RIVER - EARLY MORNING
Ray Ray’s raft catches up to Jimbo’s raft as everyone paddles
as hard as they can down the river. No rapids yet.
Ray Ray’s raft catches up and is right beside Jimbo’s raft.
JIMBO
Is this what you want?
Jimbo holds the scooby doll over the boat’s edge to taunt Ray
Ray.
RAY RAY
Give him back, man!
Jimbo looks up and notices something that Ray Ray does not.
JIMBO
Hard back, everyone!
Everyone on Jimbo’s raft paddles backwards. His raft comes to
a complete stop.
Ray Ray looks up and notices what Jimbo noticed before. It’s
too late for Ray Ray to stop his raft. It approaches the
rapids fast.
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON RIVER - RAY RAY’S RAFT - MORNING
Ray Ray turns to get everyone’s attention.
RAY RAY
Alright, everybody. Stay alert.
This is Satan’s tongue.
BILLY
What’s Satan’s tongue?
RAY RAY
It’s the most dangerous set of
rapids on this river. At the bottom
the river forks into two
directions.
JULIANNE
Which way are we supposed to go?
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RAY RAY
Right!
BILLY
What happens if we go left?
RAY RAY
The water’s too shallow. Trust me,
I learned the hard way.
Ray Ray’s raft bounces up and down and takes on alot of water
as it goes down that set of rapids.
Sounds: we hear people on the raft scream and laugh as they
get tossed around the raft.
Ray Ray’s raft approaches the bottom of the rapids.
RAY RAY (CONT’D)
Hard right, everyone.
Everyone on the right side of the raft paddles very hard as a
team. The raft steers right avoiding a gigantic boulder and
is now in calm water.
All appears safe. Everyone gives a “ high five “ with their
paddles as the raft flows through calm water.
Ray Ray’s raft stops very fast. Ray Ray falls out of the raft
and the other costumers fall forward inside the boat.
Billy looks up after falling into the center of the raft and
notices that Ray Ray is not okay.
Ray Ray is face down in the water.
BILLY
Ray Ray!
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON - RIVER’S EDGE - MORNING
Billy jumps out of the raft and walks over to Ray Ray. He
turns Ray Ray’s body over and he appears to be unconscious.
Billy also notices that Ray Ray’s leg is broken and bleeding.
Mr. Anderson jumps out of the boat and helps Billy pull Ray
Ray over to the river’s edge.
MR. ANDERSON
What should we do?
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BILLY
We need to control the bleeding.
Help me elevate his leg.
Mr. Anderson and Billy elevate Ray Ray’s leg and place it on
a small boulder.
Billy takes his shirt off and uses it as a tourniquet and
ties it around Ray Ray’s right thigh controlling the
bleeding.
Jimbo’s raft pulls up right behind Ray Ray’s raft. Jimbo
jumps out of the boat and walks up to Billy and Mr. Anderson.
JIMBO
What happened?
BILLY
We hit something and he fell out of
the boat. His leg’s pretty busted
up.
Jimbo looks up and notices that a huge pile of boulders that
block the river on the right.
JIMBO
How did this happen?
Jimbo walks over to where all the boulders are piled up and
notices that several footprints are in the sand leading away
from the river.
Jimbo walks back over to Billy and Mr. Anderson.
JIMBO (CONT’D)
Is he okay?
BILLY
We’ve got the bleeding under
control and his heartrate is
stable. He’s still knocked out
cold.
JIMBO
I saw footprints near the boulders
in the river. I think someone did
this on purpose.
Everyone left on the rafts looks concerned and talk(ad lib)
amongst themselves as this is happening.
MR. ANDERSON
Who would do such a thing?
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JIMBO
I don’t know but we’ve got to get
all of these people back to safety
and get Ray Ray back as soon as we
can.
BILLY
We can’t risk moving him yet. Do
you have enough room to take
everyone back down the river?
JIMBO
I guess I could squeeze everyone
into the middle.
BILLY
Okay. Get your raft on the other
side of this roadblock and I’ll
stay with Ray Ray until help
arrives.
Julianne gets out of the raft and stands right beside Billy
and Jimbo.
JULIANNE
I’m staying with you.
All the occupants of the rafts exit onto the bank of the
river’s edge. Jimbo pulls the raft over the boulders and sets
it back down into the water.
Everyone except for Julianne gets into Jimbo’s raft. Mr.
Anderson is last. He decides not to get on.
MR. ANDERSON
Rose, I’m going to stay here. Billy
might need an extra hand.
MRS. ANDERSON
Are you sure?
MR. ANDERSON
Our son would have done the same
thing.
MRS. ANDERSON
Be careful, John.
MR. ANDERSON
I will.
Jimbo’s raft floats away and it disappears around the corner.
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BILLY
What made you decide to stay?
MR. ANDERSON
I thought you might need some help.
BILLY
I hate to say this but you are
right.
MR. ANDERSON
I am?
BILLY
Look at his leg. We need to set it
until it can be fixed permanently.
MR. ANDERSON
How? We don’t have anything to set
a broken leg.
BILLY
Julianne, hand me one of those
paddles. I’ve got an idea.
Julianne walks over to the raft and gets a paddle. She hands
Billy one of the paddles out of the popped raft.
Billy snaps the paddle in half over his knee. He walks over
to Ray Ray and places the two halves of the paddle around Ray
Ray’s broken leg.
Billy pulls his shoe strings out of his shoes and ties the
paddles around Ray Ray’s leg as Mr. Anderson braces it snugly
in place.
MR. ANDERSON
Not bad son!
BILLY
Simple first aid.
MR. ANDERSON
The way you took control of this
situation was very impressive,
young man.
BILLY
Thanks!
Ray Ray blinks his eyes a couple of times as he regains
consciousness.
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RAY RAY
Scooby! Owww! What the fuck
happened?
BILLY
Stay still, dude. You broke your
leg. We’re waiting on help to
arrive.
Ray Ray looks around to see exactly where they are.
RAY RAY
There’s no way they’re going to be
able to land a helicopter here
safely.
BILLY
Won’t somebody from your company be
coming down the river tomorrow?
RAY RAY
Nope. Today’s the last day of the
season. They’re all heading out to
Colorado tonight.
MR. ANDERSON
So, how are we supposed to get you
out of here?
RAY RAY
Billy, at the front of the raft
there is a small opening. I have an
emergency flare gun. Get it and
shoot it up into the air as high as
you can.
BILLY
Okay.
RAY RAY
I hope Big Chief is close by.
Billy walks over to the raft. He picks up a flare gun and
shoots it into the air.
INT. WILD RABBIT’S HOUSE - DAY
Junebug is still strapped down on top of Wild Rabbit’s dining
room table. The arrow continues to stick out of his ass.
Several other indians are in the house as well.
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WILD RABBIT
We can do this the easy way or we
can do this the hard way.
JUNEBUG
I aint telling you shit!
WILD RABBIT
Okay, you asked for it!
Wild Rabbit grips the arrow
Junebug’s ass.

tries to pull it out of

Sounds: we hear Junebug screaming.
Outside of the kitchen window we see a flare shooting up into
the sky.
Everyone in the house notices. Big Chief walks over to the
window and then turns around.
BIG CHIEF
Wild Rabbit, come with me.
WILD RABBIT
What about this guy?
BIG CHIEF
We’ll save him for the sheriff to
deal with.
Big Cheif and Wild Rabbit walk out of the front door. Wild
Rabbit turns around right before he leaves the house.
WILD RABBIT
Hey BEAR PAW, could I get you to go
into town and pick up some chicken?
BEAR PAW
Sure.
WILD RABBIT
Thanks, man.
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON - RIVER’S EDGE - DAY
Billy, Julianne and Mr. Anderson sit beside Ray Ray. Ray Ray
looks very disappointed.
RAY RAY
Still no sign of him?
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BILLY
I’m sure scooby’s still on Jimbo’s
raft. He’ll be okay.
JULIANNE
You break your leg and you’re more
worried about your Scooby Doo doll?
A single tear come down Ray Ray’s cheek.
RAY RAY
We’ve been through alot together.
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON - RIVER - DAY
As Jimbo’s raft floats away Ray Ray’s Scooby Doo doll floats
in the river by itself.
RAY RAY (V.O.)
(Imitating scooby) relp me!
Scooby slowly floats down into the water.
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON - RIVER’S EDGE - DAY
Billy, Julianne and Mr. Anderson still watch over Ray Ray as
they wait for help to arrive.
Sounds: the sound of FOOTSTEPS grows LOUDER and LOUDER.
Billy stands up and looks around.
BILLY
What’s that?
To Billy and everyone else’s surprise he turns to find an
arrow pointed right at his face.
Big Chief holdS his bow up with the arrow in Billy’s face.
BIG CHEIF
How!
WILD RABBIT
Please don’t hurt him, Big Chief.
Ray Ray laughs at this sight.
RAY RAY
What’s wrong, Big Chief?
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BIG CHEIF
He hurtum Big Chief’s feelings.
RAY RAY
What are you talking about?
BIG CHEIF
Your joke wasn’t funny.
RAY RAY
You got to be kidding me. I rip on
you all the time. What was so wrong
with his joke?
Big Cheif lowers his bow and arrow. He looks sad. He holds
his hands up and makes a small measurement in the air.
BIG CHEIF
Me hung like prairie dog, not
buffalo.
Wild Rabbit puts his arm around big cheif.
WILD RABBIT
You’ll always be BIG CHEIF to me,
kimosabe.
BILLY
Big Chief, can I make a suggestion?
Billy walks up to Big Cheif whispers in his ear.
BILLY (CONT’D)
(whispering) remember Austin
Powers?
BIG CHEIF
“That’s not my bag, baby.”
BILLY
(whispering) what about extense?
BIG CHEIF
Does that really work?
BILLY
My buddy Trip swears by it!
Julianne looks down at Ray Ray as he laughs at Billy and Big
Cheif. She gets up and walks up to them.
Big Cheif is all smiles and laughs with Billy.
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JULIANNE
Ahem!
This gets Billy and Big Cheif’s attention.
JULIANNE (CONT’D)
As much as I hate to interrupt this
enlightening conversation we have
bigger problems to deal with!
Julianne points at Ray Ray.
BILLY
Oh, yeah. Can you help us carry him
out of here?
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON - CLIFF - DAY
Billy and Mr. Anderson stand on one side of Ray Ray and hold
two paddles tied together.
Wild Rabbit and Big Cheif stand on the other side of Ray Ray
and hold two paddles tied together.
Ray Ray rides a make-shift stretcher made out of paddles, teeshirts, shoelaces and belts as all the men are carry him off
towards Wild Rabbit’s house.
None of the carriers are wearing shirts.
Julianne follows closely behind.
RAY RAY
Hey, Big Cheif! Your ass is almost
as red as mine!
Big Cheif’s buttcrack is visible as he is walks towards Wild
Rabbit’s house.
Wild Rabbit turns to Big Cheif.
WILD RABBIT
I told you!
BIG CHEIF
I shoulda kept my belt on!
INT. WILD RABBIT’S HOUSE - DAY
Junebug is still strapped down on top of the dining room
table. He is by himself in wild rabbit’s house.
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JUNEBUG
Somebody! Anybody! A little help
here...
Junebug wiggles but is unable to break himself free on the
table.
The front door opens. Big Cheif, Wild Rabbit, Mr. Anderson,
Billy and Julianne enter as the men carry Ray Ray inside.
As they carry Ray Ray inside Ray Ray recognizes Junebug.
RAY RAY
Hey, I know that guy! (adressing
Junebug) Where’s your boyfriend?
BIG CHEIF
You know him?
RAY
Yeah. Him and
having a very
river when we
earlier...

RAY
his boyfriend were
tender moment by the
passed them up

JUNEBUG
It’s called the heimlich manuever,
asshole!
RAY RAY
Really! Is that what you call it. I
always called it doggy style.
BIG CHEIF
We know. We found the dragonfly
your friend swallowed. What doesn’t
make sense to me is why you tried
to tie a fishing line across the
river?
Billy walks up and joins the conversation.
BILLY
I think I know who piled the
boulders up blocking the river as
well.
JULIANNE
What are you talking about?
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BILLY
I don’t think it was a coincidence
that him and his friend rigged a
booby trap down the river and we
hit that huge pile of boulders
afterwards. How’d you get that
arrow stuck in your ass, anyway?
BIG CHEIF
That was my fault. I shot him when
I missed you the other night.
JUNEBUG
Would somebody please get this
arrow out of my ass?
A small group of Indians walks in the front door. They are
carrying a box of chicken.
RAY RAY
One little, two little, three
little Indians...
One Indian puts the box of chicken on the stove.
RAY RAY (CONT’D)
Can I have a leg? This guy(pointing
at Junebug) will take a thigh!
JULIANNE
Why are you trying to hurt us?
JUNEBUG
If Big Bob knows about your busted
up friend this rivers as good as
his.
BIG CHEIF
Big Bob Jones?
BILLY
Who’s that?
BIG CHEIF
He owns a rafting company in
Tennessee. He wants to take over
the Saltriver rafting tour.
RAY RAY
Your friend is shit out of luck!
JUNEBUG
What are you talking about?
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RAY RAY
Article 63 paragraph B states that
if a costumer is hurt going down
the river the contract with the
Apache people is null and void. It
didn’t say anything about an
employee getting hurt.
BIG CHEIF
That’s right. After learning about
Big Bob’s methods I don’t think
I’ll be signing any contract with
him anytime soon.
BILLY
So, this is a happy ending where
the good guy wins and the bad guy
loses right?
JUNEBUG
Not exactly.. Big Bob had a plan if
this last attempt failed. He’s got
a gun!
This news shocks everyone in the room.
MR. ANDERSON
A gun! My wife’s all alone. We’ve
got to stop him, Billy.
BILLY
We will, Mr. Anderson.
BIG CHEIF
Ray Ray, do you have your walkie
talkie?
RAY RAY
I forgot it..
BIG CHEIF
Newbies! I’ve got one of my own.
I’m going to warn Jimbo about Big
Bob.
BILLY
Do you have a map of this area, Big
Cheif?
BIG CHEIF
Yeah. Why?
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BILLY
I think if we looked at where Big
Bob attacked before we might be
able to get a good idea of where he
might be planning to attack again.
Big Cheif signals to the other Indians in the room. They
untie Junebug, carry him off of the table and set him down on
the living room floor by Ray Ray. Junebug’s hands are still
tied.
Junebug farts.
RAY RAY
Could somebody please cover this
dude’s ass up?
Everyone except for Ray Ray gathers around Wild Rabbit’s
table and look at a map of the Saltriver Canyon.
Two capital X’s mark the spots where Big Bob attacked before.
BIG CHEIF
He’s following the wild deer trail.
If he continues this is where he’ll
strike next.
Big Cheif points to a place on the map and places an X on it
with a marker. It is called DEAD MAN’S PASS.
MR. ANDERSON
Are you sure this is where he’ll
be?
BIG CHEIF
There’s no way to reach the river’s
edge two miles going in either
direction. This will be his only
choice.
BILLY
Can I borrow your walkie talkie big
cheif?
BIG CHEIF
Why?
BILLY
If you call the sheriff I can get
Jimbo to distract Big Bob.
BIG CHEIF
How?
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Billy laughs a little.
BILLY
Sorry about that. Have you ever
seen OH BROTHER WHERE ART THOU?
BIG CHEIF
That’s big cheif’s favorite movie!
BILLY
Remember that scene by the river
with those really hot chicks!
BIG CHEIF
Oh yeah!
JULIANNE
Billy!
BILLY
That’s what gave me this idea.
Listen...
Everyone gather’s around to listen to billy’s plan.
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON - JIMBO’S RAFT - DAY
Jimbo, the Swedish volleyball team and the oriental
photography club float down the river along with the extra
occupants in the middle of the raft.
Jimbo picks up his walkie talkie.
JIMBO
This is the GREAT JIMBO speaking.
INT. WILD RABBIT’S HOUSE - DAY
Billy paces back and forth as he holds a walkie talkie up to
his ear.
In the background we see medical personal attend to Ray Ray
and load him onto a stretcher.
BILLY
Jimbo, have you made it to DEAD
MAN’S PASS yet?....No. Good, stop
right where you are, man.
One of the medics that was attending to Ray Ray earlier pulls
an arrow out of Junebug’s ass.
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Sounds: Junebug screams.
BILLY (CONT’D)
Nevermind that. There’s a guy
waiting at dead man’s pass with a
gun. He’s going to try to stop your
raft from making it to the
checkpoint.
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON - JIMBO’S RAFT - DAY
Jimbo’s raft continues to float down the river. Jimbo has a
walkie talkie up to his ear.
JIMBO
A gun? Did Ray Ray set you up to
this?
BIG CHEIF (V.O.)
This is no joke, Jimbo. Listen to
Billy. He has a good plan.
JIMBO
Okay, I’m listening.
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON - CLIFF - DAY
Jimbo climbs up the side of a cliff on the left side of the
canyon by the river. He holds up a pair of binoculars.
A man, Big Bob, lies and waits on Jimbo’s raft. He holds his
gun in position as he continues to wait for the raft to
arrive.
Jimbo climbs back down the side of the cliff and heads down
to the river’s edge.
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON - RIVER’S EDGE - DAY
Jimbo approaches the small group of people waiting by the
raft. He hands the pair of binoculars to the old lady he
slept with.
JIMBO
Thanks, sweetie.
INGRED
Iz he there?
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JIMBO
Yes, he is. You don’t have to go
through with this if you feel like
it’s too dangerous.
GRETAL
Ve vant to help!
JIMBO
Ladies( addressing quilting club ),
are you ready?
QUILTING CLUB
(singing)”READY!”
One of the men from the oriental photography club raises his
hand.
JIMBO
Yes?
ORIENTAL MAN
I know this wasn’t part of the
original plan but maybe we should
get some photographic evidence of
this situation just in case.
JIMBO
That’s a good idea. Can you do this
without being seen?
ORIENTAL MAN
Are you kidding?
All of the oriental men in the photography club put on ninja
masks.
They all climb up the sides of the cliffs of the canyon.
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON - CLIFF - DAY
Big Bob continues to lie on his belly with his gun in
position in hopes that a raft will approach.
Instead of seeing Jimbo’s raft he see’s three blondes(Swedish
Volleyball Team) dressed in bikinis walk up by the river’s
edge.
The three blondes begin to wash their other clothes in the
river.
BIG BOB
What the hell?
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Big Bob walks down the cliff to get a better look at what is
going on.
EXT. SALTRIVER CANYON - RIVER’S EDGE - DAY
The three blondes wearing Bikini’s wash their clothes on the
river’s edge.
The quilting club hides behind a gigantic boulder. They see
Big Bob move towards the Swedish Volleyball Team with his
pistol in his hand.
OLD LADY
(whispering) ready girls, one..
two.. three..
THREE BLONDES BY THE RIVER’S EDGE
SWEDISH VOLLEYBALL TEAM
(lip synching)”GO TO SLEEP YOU
LITTLE BABY.. GO TO SLEEP YOU
LITTLE BABY.. HONEY DON’T DROP AND
THE SUGAR DON’T STOP...”
As they continue to sing Big Bob approaches the blondes.
BIG BOB
Pardon me, ladies. Have you seen a
raft floating by?
JIMBO (O.S.)
You mean that raft over there?
Big Bob turns around to see Jimbo smile at him.
Jimbo’s raft is parked by the river’s edge about a hundred
yards back.
BIG BOB
How’d you find me?
JIMBO
You shouldn’t have abandoned your
boyfriend when Big Cheif put that
arrow through his ass! It’s over
Big Bob!
Big Bob points his gun directly at Big Bob.
BIG BOB
This isn’t over yet!
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JIMBO
I know you don’t have enough
bullets in that chamber to take
care of everyone here.
BIG BOB
I’ve got enough to take care of
you!
JIMBO
Somebody else wants to speak to
you, Big Bob.
Jimbo hands his walkie talkie over to Big Bob. Big bob still
points his gun at Jimbo. He takes the walkie talkie out of
Jimbo’s hand.
Big Bob holds the walkie talkie up to his ear.
BIG BOB
Big Cheif?
BIG CHEIF (V.O.)
It’s over, Big Bob. Turn yourself
in.
UNKNOWN MAN (O.S.)
Sir, put down your weapon. You are
under arrest!
Big Bob turns around to see a small group of police officers
holding him at gunpoint.
Big Bob slowly puts the gun down and puts his hands up
signaling surrender.
Big Bob is placed under arrest.The group of rafters and Jimbo
all get together and start to celebrate his arrest.
The oriental photography club climbs down the sides of the
cliffs. As they reach the ground they all take off their
ninja masks.
The oriental photography club joins in on the celebration.
One of the members of the oriental photography club signals
everyone to get together to take a picture.
Everyone gets together to take a group photo.
ORIENTAL MAN
Smile everybody!
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EXT. WILD RABBIT’S HOUSE - LATE AFTERNOON
Big Cheif, Billy, Julianne, Mr. Anderson and Wild Rabbit
stand together outside of Wild Rabbit’s house.
An ambulance drives away from Wild Rabbit’s house.
BIG CHEIF
Good news, Billy. Your plan worked!
JULIANNE
It did!
MR. ANDERSON
Is my wife alright?
BIG CHEIF
She is fine. No one got hurt.
BILLY
I’m glad to hear that.
BIG CHEIF
Young man, you have shown great
courage and great wisdom. I am
naming you an honorary cheif among
my people.
BILLY
Me? An honorary cheif!
WILD RABBIT
That is the highest honor we can
give.
BILLY
Do I get to have an Indian name as
well?
BIG CHEIF
Don’t push it!
WILD RABBIT
How about PALE ASS WHITE BOY?
BILLY
I like it!
The sun sets in the horizon.
BIG CHEIF
Come. I’ll take you to the
checkpoint so you can make it home.
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Big Cheif starts to turn around and walk towards the sunset.
BILLY
Big Cheif, wait a minute!
BIG CHEIF
What for?
Billy whispers in Julianne’s ear. She smiles.
BILLY
Take Mr. Anderson back to his wife.
We are going to stay behind. We
have unfinished business here.
Mr. Anderson shakes Billy’s hand and gives him a hug.
MR. ANDERSON
I’ll never forget you, young man!
Big Cheif and Mr. Anderson walk away.
WILD RABBIT
What unfinished business are you
talking about?
Billy whispers into Wild Rabbits ear.
WILD RABBIT (CONT’D)
Oh, Jesus!
JULIANNE
Billy?
BILLY
Yes?
JULIANNE
When I asked you if you had
insurance yesterday why did you act
the way you did?
BILLY
Oh, yeah. After I pay the bill for
the damage I won’t be able to
afford to finish school this
semester.
Julianne walks up and kisses Billy.
JULIANNE
I have a feeling everything is
going to work out just fine.
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INT. HOSPITAL - PRIVATE ROOM - DAY
Captions: ONE WEEK LATER
Ray Ray lies in bed by himself in his hospital room. A young
NURSE walks in his room.
Ray Ray looks very sad.
NURSE
Sir, you have a group of visitors.
Can I let them in?
RAY RAY
I guess.
Two members of the quilting club, two members of the oriental
photography club, Ingred, Gretal, Jimbo, the head guide,
Billy, Julianne and Big Chief enter the room.
RAY RAY (CONT’D)
Nice to see all of you guys!
HEAD GUIDE
There’s our hero!
RAY RAY
What are you talking about. I’m no
hero.
HEAD GUIDE
That’s not true. Thanks to you and
your friends Big Bob was arrested
and Big Cheif has extended Wild
Rivers contract indefinitely!
Jimbo stands there with his arm around his old lady.
JIMBO
Not bad for a newbie!
HEAD GUIDE
.. And to thank you personally for
what you have done for us I am
naming you as SENIOR RIVER GUIDE
for our company!
Everyone applauds.
RAY RAY
Thanks!
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JIMBO
That’s not all, buddy. There’s
more.
Billy and Julianne walk up holding a wrapped package. They
hand it to Ray Ray.
BILLY
If it weren’t for you Julianne and
I might not have hit it off so
well. We wanted to give you a gift
to show you how much you mean to
us!
JIMBO
Open it, big guy!
Ray Ray opens the package. The surprise inside is the burnt
scooby doll that was lost earlier.
RAY RAY
You found scooby!
BILLY
I guess the great spirit guided our
steps and we were meant to bring
him back to you.
Ray Ray hugs scooby as Ingred and Gretal stand on either side
of his bed with their arms around him.
RAY RAY
(imitating Scooby)I rissed ru! (as
himself to Scooby) I missed you,
too!
Ray Ray hugs his Scooby Doo doll.
Everyone laughs.
RAY RAY (CONT’D)
(imitating scooby) Rank ru for
raving me!
One old lady from the quilting club walks up bearing a gift
as well.
OLD LADY
We wanted to give you a gift to
help with your recovery.
They hold up a quilted blanket. It has Scooby’s picture on
it.
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They wrap it around Ray Ray and give him a kiss on his cheek.
RAY RAY
I love it! ( imitating scooby ) ree
ru!
One of the men from the oriental photography club walks up
bearing a gift.
ORIENTAL MAN
We wanted to give you this photo
album of our trip down the river. I
know it will bring you much
laughter!
Sounds: a phone rings.
Billy notices that his phone is ringing. He walks out of the
room.
INT. HOSPITAL(OUTSIDE OF RAY RAY’S ROOM) - HALLWAY - DAY
Billy answers his phone.
BILLY
Hello?
INT. COLLEGE DORMROOM - DAY
Trip sits on the floor. He is unshaven and several beer
bottles surround his body.
He holds his phone up to his ear.
TRIP
Hey, Billy! .. No she’s not here.
She dumped me man.
BILLY (V.O.)
What happened?
Trip holds up a empty bottle of viagra. He then throws it on
the floor.
TRIP
I ran out of ammunition, man!
INT. HOSPITAL(OUTSIDE OF RAY RAY’S ROOM) - HALLWAY - DAY
Billy paces back and forth as he holds his cell phone up to
his ear.
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BILLY
Sorry to hear that. Is there
anything I can do for you, man?
INT. COLLEGE DORMROOM - DAY
Trip is still on the floor holding the phone up to his ear.
He holds the phone away from his face and burps really loud.
Trip puts the phone back up to his ear.
TRIP
Ask not what you can do for your
best friend but ask what your best
friend can do for you!
BILLY (V.O.)
What are you talking about?
TRIP
Vengeance has been served, man.
Vengeance has been served.
INT. WILLIAM’S APARTMENT - NIGHT
Billy’s ex-girlfriend Cindy walks across the apartment
dressed up in a black mini-skirt.
She looks in a mirror putting make-up on.
William sits at the computer and continues to work on a
project for work.
CINDY
Are you ready yet?
WILLIAM
You’re gonna have to go without me.
If I don’t meet my deadline I’m
screwed.
Cindy walks over by the computer and pulls the power chord
out of the wall.
WILLIAM (CONT’D)
What did you do that for?
CINDY
There’s always a deadline! We never
do anything. God!
(MORE)
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CINDY (CONT'D)
I dump one guy cause he loves to
have fun too much and end up with a
guy that is no fun at all.

As Cindy talks William turns the power back on the computer
and ignores her completely.
CINDY (CONT’D)
Did you hear anything I just said?
William continues to work at his computer and ignore her. She
begins to walk away.
WILLIAM
Oh, yeah. Your friend Trip stopped
by. He dropped off something for
you. He said he wanted you to call
him when you are finished reading
it.
CINDY
Trip is Billy’s friend, not mine!
WILLIAM
It’s on the coffee table.
Cindy walks over to the coffee table. A newspaper is situated
in the center of the coffee table.
She picks up the paper and notices something familiar on the
front page.
INSERT - The newspaper, which reads:
“ BILLY WILLIAMSON AWARDED
FULL SCHOLARSHIP TO NURSING SCHOOL
BY THE JOHN ANDERSON MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP FUND. A young man that
is responsible for saving the lives
of the parents of the late Dr. John
Anderson will be the first to
receive scholarship on merit for
his character, intelligence and
skill in handling very delicate
circumstances...”
BACK TO WILLIAM’S APARTMENT
Cindy throws the paper down in frustration.
Sounds: her PHONE RINGS.
Cindy walks over to the counter where her phone is. She picks
it up and answers it.
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CINDY
Hello?
TRIP (V.O.)
How you like my boy now?
Cindy hangs up the phone and screams.
INT. HOSPITAL ROOM - DAY
In Ray Ray’s hospital room only Ingred and Gretal remain.
Ray Ray is covered in his scooby doo blanket and his photo
album is on his lap.
The burnt scooby doll sits next to Ray Ray.
Ray Ray opens the album cover to view the pictures taken by
the oriental photography club.
CLOSE ON PHOTO ALBUM(SERIES OF PICTURES)
-- First Picture, Billy eating bald eagle shit.
-- Second Picture, Ray Ray running naked with flaming scooby
doll.
-- Third Picture, Ray Ray’s van is on fire.
-- Fourth Picture, Ray Ray couchsurfing down the saltriver.
-- Fifth Picture, Julianne hitting Billy with paddle.
-- Sixth Picture, Big Bob and Junebug’s intimate moment.
-- Seventh Picture, oriental guy with his ass on fire.
-- Eighth Picture, Ray Ray playing air guitar on raft.
-- Ninth Picture, scooby doll, Ingred and Gretal.
-- Tenth Picture, crow arrow in chest in front of Billy by
campfire.
-- Eleventh Picture, Big Chief with bow n arrow in Billy’s
face.
-- Twelth Picture, Ingred and Gretal smiling wearing over da
shoulder boulder holder.
-- Thirteenth Picture, Big cheif’s red ass!
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-- Fourteenth Picture, Junebug on Wild Rabbit’s table with
arrow in his ass.
-- Fifteenth Picture, oriental photography club dressed as
ninja’s
-- Sixteenth Picture, group picture of Jimbo and gang by
river.
-- Seventeenth Picture, Big chief making measurement with
hands looking very sad.
-- Eighteenth Picture, big cheif holding a full bottle of
viagra smiling.
-- nineteenth Picture, Big cheif holding a empty bottle of
viagra frowning.
RAY RAY (V.O.)
That’s some good stuff, huh Scoob?
(imitating Scooby) reah!
FADE OUT.
THE END.
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